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New & Notable






News



Risk & Repeat: Microsoft's Midnight Blizzard mess





Manage



How to manage third-party risk in the cloud


Third parties, including CSPs, remain a weak point in the supply chain. Adding CSPs into your organization's third-party risk management processes is crucial.



Evaluate



EDR vs. antivirus: What's the difference?


Endpoint detection and response and antivirus tools both protect enterprise networks, and both have distinct advantages. Which is better for your organization?
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Surprising ways Microsoft Copilot for Security helps infosec


Microsoft Copilot is the first of many GenAI tools that should help security leaders accelerate their program development and strengthen security postures.



News



Exploitation activity increasing on Fortinet vulnerability


The Shadowserver Foundation recently saw an increase in exploitation activity for CVE-2024-21762, two days after a proof-of-concept exploit was published.
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Data Security & Privacy
News



Risk & Repeat: CISA hacked via Ivanti vulnerabilities


The compromise of two internal CISA systems comes on the heels of ongoing attacks and developments related to two zero-day vulnerabilities Ivanti disclosed in January.


	


Threats & Vulnerabilities
News



Exploitation activity increasing on Fortinet vulnerability


The Shadowserver Foundation recently saw an increase in exploitation activity for CVE-2024-21762, two days after a proof-of-concept exploit was published.


	


IAM
News



Proofpoint: 'Hundreds' of Azure accounts compromised


Proofpoint researchers found that the attackers manipulated the MFA of compromised accounts, registering their own methods to maintain persistent access.
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Evaluate



Surprising ways Microsoft Copilot for Security helps infosec


Microsoft Copilot is the first of many GenAI tools that should help security leaders accelerate their program development and strengthen security postures.


	


Network Security
Get Started



The differences between inbound and outbound firewall rules


Firewalls can support both inbound and outbound firewall rules, but there are important differences between the two. Learn more about each and their uses.


	


Operations & Management
Manage



How to craft a generative AI security policy that works


The advent of generative AI threatens to poke additional holes in your cybersecurity strategy. Compiling a GenAI-based security policy to guide your responses can help.
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Multi-cloud security challenges and best practices
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9 cybersecurity trends to watch in 2024
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Surprising ways Microsoft Copilot for Security helps infosec


Microsoft Copilot is the first of many GenAI tools that should help security leaders accelerate their program development and strengthen security postures.



	


Cloud detection and response is, and will stay, a team sport



	


Cybersecurity market researchers forecast significant growth



	


Threat intelligence programs need updating -- and CISOs know it
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4 types of prompt injection attacks and how they work


Compromised LLMs can expose sensitive corporate data and put organizations' reputations at risk. Learn about four types of prompt injection attacks and how they work.



	


Use cloud threat intelligence to protect critical data and assets



	


How to craft cyber-risk statements that work, with examples



	


How passwordless helps guard against AI-enhanced attacks
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How to craft a generative AI security policy that works


The advent of generative AI threatens to poke additional holes in your cybersecurity strategy. Compiling a GenAI-based security policy to guide your responses can help.



	


5 PaaS security best practices to safeguard the app layer



	


IaaS security checklist for cloud customers



	


How dynamic malware analysis works
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E-Handbook | July 2021


Mitigating risk-based vulnerability management challenges

Download

	




E-Handbook | June 2021


Security observability tools step up threat detection, response

Download

	




E-Handbook | January 2021


SolarWinds supply chain attack explained: Need-to-know info

Download

	




E-Handbook | November 2020


Cyber insurance 101: Timely guidance on an essential tool

Download

	




E-Zine | November 2020


AI cybersecurity raises analytics' accuracy, usability

Download






Information Security Basics


	
Get Started



virus (computer virus)


A computer virus is a type of malware that attaches itself to a program or file. A virus can replicate and spread across an infected system and it often propagates to other systems, much like a biological virus spreads from host to host.


	
Get Started



Certified Information Security Manager (CISM)


Certified Information Security Manager (CISM) is an advanced certification that indicates that an individual possesses the knowledge and experience required to develop and manage an enterprise information security (infosec) program.


	
Get Started



How data poisoning attacks work


Generative AI brings business opportunities to the enterprise but also security risks. Learn about an evolving attack vector called data poisoning and how it works.
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Videos, Podcasts, Photo Stories and Infographics
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Risk & Repeat: CISA hacked via Ivanti vulnerabilities




	

Risk & Repeat: Breaking down SEC charges against SolarWinds


	

Risk & Repeat: MGM, Caesars casino hacks disrupt Las Vegas
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Risk & Repeat: Alphv/BlackCat's chaotic exit (scam)




	

Risk & Repeat: Okta under fire after support system breach
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Risk & Repeat: LockBit resurfaces after takedown




	

Risk & Repeat: Rapid Reset and the future of DDoS attacks
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News
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Threats and vulnerabilities

Exploitation activity increasing on Fortinet vulnerability

The Shadowserver Foundation recently saw an increase in exploitation activity for CVE-2024-21762, two days after a proof-of-concept exploit was published.


	
Threat detection and response

Sophos: Remote ransomware attacks on SMBs increasing

According to new research from Sophos, small businesses are seeing a rise in threats such as remotely executed ransomware attacks, malvertising, driver abuse and more.


	
Application and platform security

LockBit attacks continue via ConnectWise ScreenConnect flaws

Coalition is latest company to confirm LockBit activity against vulnerable ScreenConnect instances. But the insurer found significant differences between previous LockBit attacks.










Security Definitions


	virus (computer virus)
	Certified Information Security Manager (CISM)
	cryptography
	asymmetric cryptography


	identity provider
	vulnerability assessment
	phishing
	computer forensics (cyber forensics)


	cybersecurity
	Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
	operational risk
	risk reporting


	cyberterrorism
	keylogger (keystroke logger or system monitor)
	encryption
	dictionary attack
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Networking

	

How to use the LFTP client to download files
The open source LFTP client supports multiple file transport types, such as FTP and HTTPS, enabling administrators to use a ...


	

Arista adds network change analysis to CloudVision
Arista's CloudVision Universal Network Observability analyses network changes to assess their impact on applications and ...


	

How to ensure optimal network workload placement
Network and cybersecurity requirements are the most important considerations when designing how to deploy new network workloads ...









CIO

	

U.S. TikTok ban, data broker bills target data practices
Congress is targeting companies' data practices through bills that limit data transfers and transactions to entities ...


	

Eye tracking in VR: Everything you need to know
Advancements in eye tracking technology could make VR headsets more useful. Still, products need to address cybersickness and ...


	

Practical strategies for shadow IT management
Employees might believe that they need tools beyond the organization's scope. Learn how CIOs and their teams can properly manage ...









Enterprise Desktop

	

How to change a Windows device name with Intune
There are several ways that IT administrators and users can change the name of Intune-managed Windows devices, but first they ...


	

How to create a local admin account with Microsoft Intune
Local admin accounts can cause problems for Windows administrators due to their lack of oversight and privileged account status. ...


	

How to add and enroll devices to Microsoft Intune
The Intune enrollment process can follow several paths, but one of the most common and efficient approaches involves Windows ...









Cloud Computing

	

Top public cloud providers of 2024: A brief comparison
How do AWS, Microsoft and Google stack up against each other when it comes to regions, zones, interfaces, costs and SLAs? We ...


	

How to monitor and deallocate Azure VMs to save money
Enterprises can save costs by deallocating Azure VMs during inactive periods. Teams can use log files and automation to monitor ...


	

Top 6 soft skills in IT that cloud teams need
Soft skills play a bigger part in successful cloud deployments than you might think. Technical skills are obviously essential in ...









ComputerWeekly.com

	

EMEA security spend will have another boom year in 2024
Cyber security services and technology will once again be the focus of major investment across EMEA during 2024, according to the...


	

Cato claims first for AI-driven networking, security incident detection and response
Artificial intelligence option from Cato enhanced to detect and identify the root cause of networking incidents and to reduce ...


	

Qualcomm brings more on-device AI to smartphones with Snapdragon 8s Gen 3
Chip giant unveils mobile platform using specially selected premium capabilities for next-level on-device generative AI features ...
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